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LPA Project Development Manual

5.0 Plan Development
5.1

Introduction

The plan development section of this manual is intended to assist the LPA and the designer through the
preliminary engineering phase of project development. Information in this section should also be
considered during the project planning and programming phase so that the project scope can be as accurate
as possible from the beginning.

5.2

Design References

Project design shall be in accordance with accepted engineering practices and all applicable state, AASHTO
and federal criteria. These criteria include, but are not limited to the following references:
1. “A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets”, AASHTO, current edition (Green Book).
2. “Guidelines for Geometric Design of Very Low-Volume Local Roads”, AASHTO, current edition.
3. “Roadside Design Guide”, AASHTO, current edition.
4. “Road Design Manual, Volume I, Road Section, Parts A & B”, KDOT, current edition
5. “Drainage Design Manual, Volume I, Road Section, Part C”, KDOT, current edition
6. “LRFD Bridge Design Specifications”, AASHTO, current edition.
7. “LRFD Guide Specifications for Design of Pedestrian Bridges”, AASHTO, current edition.
8. “LRFD Bridge Design Manual, Volume III, Bridge Section”, KDOT, current edition.
9. “Survey Manual, Volume II, Survey Section”, KDOT, current edition.
10. “Policies for the Rehabilitation of Highways and Bridges for Other than Interstate and Freeways on
the State Highway System of Kansas”, KDOT, dated February 14, 1990, for bridge rails on remain-inplace bridges. Bridge rails for remain-in-place bridges may remain in place if the rail is one of the
types listed for remain-in-place. Those bridges identified with a “N/Y’ will be considered for
upgrading or retrofitting on a case-by-case basis if the current AADT is greater than 750 vpd.
11. “Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities”, AASHTO, current edition.
12. “Guide for the Planning, Design and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities”, AASHTO, current edition.
13. “Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices”, (MUTCD), current edition.
14. Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines and standards, various publications including
PROWAG and ADAAG, United States Access Board, current edition
15. “Highway Capacity Manual”, (HCM), current edition.
16. “Traffic Engineering Guidelines”, KDOT Bureau of Transportation Safety & Technology.
17. “Standard Specifications for State Road and Bridge Construction”, (including “Special Provisions to
the Standard Specifications”), KDOT current edition.
18. “KDOT Access Management Policy”, latest version.
19. “Pavement Marking Policy”, KDOT, latest version.
20. “KDOT Utility Accommodation Policy”, latest version.
21. “A Guide for Accommodating Utilities Within Highway Right of Way”, AASHTO, current edition.
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“Guide in Evaluation and Abatement of Traffic Noise”, AASHTO, current edition.
“KDOT Temporary Erosion Control Manual”, latest version.
“Guide for Design of Pavement Structures”, AASHTO, current edition.
“Guidance on Traffic Control Devices at Highway-Rail Grade Crossings”, FHWA, November 2002.
All current applicable BLP memos.

If not otherwise covered in this manual, the procedures used shall conform to Federal and Kansas law.

5.2.1 AASHTO, FHWA and TRB Design Criteria
The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), Federal Highway
Administration and Transportation Research Board publish nationally recognized design criteria that are
required for use in developing federal aid projects.
5.2.1.1

A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (AASHTO Green Book)

Geometric design for new or completely reconstructed county roads and city streets shall be based on the
design criteria included in the AASHTO Green Book (Green Book) or Guidelines for Geometric Design of Very
Low-Volume Local Roads, as appropriate, and as noted on the KDOT Project Authorization (KDOT Form 883).
5.2.1.1.1

Design Speed

The design speed is a selected value that is used to determine the design features of a roadway. For a
particular facility the design speed is based on the functional classification of the road, the topography,
adjacent land uses, expected traffic volumes, and anticipated operating speed. The Green Book
recommends every effort should be made to use a design speed as high as practicable to attain safety,
mobility, and efficiency while under the constraints of environmental quality, economics, aesthetics, and
social or political impacts. Once selected, all pertinent features of the roadway, e.g. sight distance,
horizontal or vertical curvature, should be designed in accordance with the design speed.
For county projects, the design speed selected should be at least equal to the regulatory or posted speed
unless justification exists for a lesser design speed. When the design speed used satisfies the applicable
Design Guideline Table in this manual but is less than the regulatory speed, mitigation measure(s) should be
considered. As an alternative, the use of an operating speed may be considered in a request for an
exception.
5.2.1.1.2

Design Exception/Allowance

If, during the development of plans for a proposed project, the LPA determines that there are circumstances
that may make it impracticable to meet the applicable design guidelines, the LPA shall make a written
request to BLP for a “design exception” using a summary format similar to the form in Figure 5.1. All
supporting documentation should be included with the submittal as attachments to the summary form.
Supporting documentation should be consistent with Section 2.3.4 of the KDOT Design Manual, Volume 1,
Road Section.
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A request for a design exception may be made at any time in the design process when sufficient information
is available to adequately evaluate the alternative solutions. All design exceptions are subject to approval by
the Bureau Chief of BLP. The request may involve one or more of the following controlling criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Design speed
Lane width
Shoulder width
Bridge width
Horizontal alignment
Vertical alignment
Grades
Stopping sight distances
Pavement cross slope
Superelevation
Vertical clearances
Horizontal clearance
Structural capacity

Justification for the request shall be included along with cost estimates for reasonable alternates. For
guidance on information to be included in a design exception, see Section 2.3.4 of the KDOT Design Manual,
Volume 1, Road Section.
A design allowance may be requested for necessary deviations from criteria or policy not included in the
thirteen controlling criteria requiring a design exception. Requests for design allowances should be
submitted and documented in the same manner as a design exception request.
BLP will respond by letter to the LPA approving or denying the design exception/allowance request.
Requests made prior to field check will be addressed as a part of the field check discussions. When the
request is made after or as a result of field check the approval may be made prior to office check plans
review if sufficient details are available on the field check plans or if additional details are submitted with
the request. Otherwise, the response will be made after office check plan review. Approved exceptions will
be reflected in the Design Summary Document.
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Figure 5.1: Example Design Exception Request Summary Form
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AASHTO Roadside Design Guide (Roadside Safety)

Aspects of location, design, roadside appurtenances, and traffic control, including the traffic control plan,
shall be given due consideration. This enables the designer to fully evaluate roadside conflicts arising from
vehicles leaving the roadway out of control. AASHTO presents a hierarchy of design options for the
treatment of fixed objects on the roadside. In order of preference they are:
• Remove the fixed object
• Redesign the fixed object so it can be safely traversed
• Relocate the fixed object to a point where it is less likely to be struck
• Reduce the impact severity by making the object breakaway
• Shield the object with a barrier or impact attenuator
• Delineate the object if none of the above options is appropriate
The AASHTO “Roadside Design Guide”, current edition and AASHTO “Guidelines for Geometric Design of Very
Low-Volume Local Roads” (where appropriate) shall be used in determining the clear zone width for new or
completely reconstructed rural roads. Deviations from the clear zone width shall be based on engineering
judgment and accident experience. The Roadside Safety Analysis Program (RSAP) is one tool available to
designers to evaluate design features on a benefit/cost basis.
The 4th edition of the “Roadside Design Guide” has expanded the discussion of roadside safety in urban or
restricted environments. In an urban environment there is a high density of development, numerous fixed
objects (utility poles, fire hydrants, planters, etc.), and frequent intersections (entrances/sideroads) that
result in roadways with lower design speeds. In these restricted environments the application of the clear
zone concept may not be practical.
In an urban environment a clear zone should be provided, but where this is not practical, every effort will be
made to clear the roadside of obstacles (e.g., non-breakaway above ground utilities) for a minimum of a six
foot lateral offset from the face of the curb. If, in a very restricted environment, provision of the six foot
lateral offset is not practical, a lesser value will be considered with appropriate documentation.
The presence of a curb alone does not signify an urban environment. Curbs have very limited re-directional
capability except at very low speeds. In areas where urban characteristics are not present, regardless of
whether the typical section includes curbing, a clear zone as described in Chapter 3 of the “Roadside Design
Guide” shall be used.
On projects where a lateral offset is used in lieu of a clear zone do not show the lateral offset as the clear
zone distance on the title sheet.
Where feasible, the length of guard rail through fill sections shall be held to a minimum by the use of 3:1 or
flatter slopes. Culverts with an opening height of eight feet or more within the clear zone shall normally have
guard rail. The need for protection at lower height openings will be based on engineering judgment.
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The guard rail design criteria for span bridges and bridge length boxes shall be consistent in determining
protection for the area of concern. For projects utilizing the tables in this manual, the minimum length of
protection needed for an open-span bridge rail shall be determined with consideration given to the bridge
rail as being the hazard. Other considerations of prevailing conditions, e.g., non-traversable slopes, fixed
object in clear-zone, etc., will be addressed as needing protection on a project-by-project basis. The
minimum length of protection needed for a bridge length box should be determined with consideration given
to the far wing or near wing (special case for multiple boxes) as being the area of concern. Other
considerations should be addressed on a project-by-project basis using prevailing conditions.
5.2.1.3

AASHTO Guidelines for Geometric Design of Very Low-Volume Local Roads (ADT≤ 400)

On roadways that are ineligible for Surface Transportation Program (STP) funding, AASHTO’s Guidelines for
Geometric Design of Very Low-Volume Local Roads (ADT ≤ 400) may be used to establish criteria for projects
that meet the very low-volume definition. The LPA, or the designer, should notify the BLP project manager of
the intent to use these guidelines at the site review/field check meeting and to document their use.
5.2.1.4

AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities

The Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities shall be used to develop projects that provide on-road
bike lanes or other off-roadway facilities such as shared use paths or side paths (shared use paths adjacent to
the roadway) that are used for multiple modes of non-vehicular transportation. The primary function of bike
lanes and shared use paths is transportation as opposed to trails where the primary function is recreational.
The primary function for all projects developed under federal Transportation Enhancement/Alternatives
funding will be transportation. A facility used by bicycles must be designed for the expected speeds including
considerations of horizontal and vertical alignment, path width, clear zone, intersection conflicts and other
design considerations similar to what would be considered in the design of a vehicular roadway.
5.2.1.4.1

Design Speed

Unlike a roadway project where a single design speed is used, the design of a shared used path may require
different design speeds for different areas of terrain types such as steep grades or user abilities/age such as
school areas. The design speed should be selected based on the criteria in the “Guide for the Development
of Bicycle Facilities” and should be shown in the traffic data on the title sheets. If the project includes
roadway and shared use path construction, list separate vehicle and bicycle design speeds in the traffic data.
5.2.1.4.2

Clearances

Similar to a roadway clear zone, a shared use path should provide a 2’ clear area beyond the path edge that is
clear of fixed objects such as large rocks, utility poles, railings and bridge piers. Path bridges should also
provide this clearance resulting in a typical minimum bridge width for a path of 14’-0”. If necessary, due to
site constrictions, clearances to smooth objects such as a railing may be reduced to 1’-0”. In the vicinity of
downward slopes steeper than 3:1 or parallel to water bodies, a wider separation should be considered and a
physical barrier may be required if the separation between the slope and trail is less than 5’. A vertical
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clearance of 10’ is also required over a shared use path and adjacent clear areas which may require removal
or trimming of trees and should be noted on the plans.
Separation between sidepaths and adjacent roadways should be reviewed. A sidepath immediately adjacent
to the back of curb is not acceptable as it places a curb high drop-off immediately adjacent to the path. A
minimum separation of 5’ is desired. If concrete pavement is extended across the separation area to
eliminate mowing, an edge line or change in texture should be considered so that the cyclist is aware that
this is not additional path width. If parking is allowed on the street adjacent to a sidepath, the vehicle
overhang and door swing should be considered in evaluation of clear areas and separation widths.
5.2.1.4.3

Design Exception/Allowance

Bicycle facilities shall be subject to the same Design Exception/Allowance categories and process as
roadways. See Section 5.2.1.1.2 above.
5.2.1.5

FHWA Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways (MUTCD)

The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways shall be used to establish minimum
criteria for permanent and temporary traffic control items incorporated into projects developed through BLP.
This includes items such as warrant analyses for traffic signals as required to determine if the work can be
included in the project.
5.2.1.6

FHWA Competitive Bidding Requirements

FHWA programs (as well as KDOT programs) are based on the concept of open and fair competitive bidding
as the best method of providing economical projects to the public. This concept is the basis for the following
criteria for plans production:
5.2.1.6.1

Proprietary/Sole Source Items

The use of proprietary or sole source items does not provide for open competitive bidding and, in general, is
not acceptable. Project plans should avoid the use of specifying specific models or brands in the Contract
Documents. Generic details showing the requirements of the items are preferred. If it is necessary to show
specific manufacturer’s designations to clearly show design intent, information from multiple manufacturers
plus the phrase “or approved equal” shall be shown in the Contract Documents. Typically, three
manufacturers should be shown but there may be cases where two listings are acceptable.
There may be cases where synchronization (for example, consistent use of a particular manufacturer/model
of a traffic signal controller) or replication of a historical feature such as a type of light pole is in the best
interest of the public and the project. In these cases, a PIF shall be submitted to BLP for review and
concurrence in the use of a proprietary/sole source item. See Section 5.5.8 below for more information
related to submitting a PIF request.
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Unit Prices

In general, situations that require a special bid item should be based on a unit price rather than a lump sum
basis. This allows all Contractors to bid on the same known quantity.
5.2.1.7

TRB Highway Capacity Manual (HCM)

The Highway Capacity Manual shall be used for roadway segment and intersection operational analysis. Use
of micro simulation software for operational analysis may be requested by the designer and will be approved
for use by KDOT on a case by case basis.

5.2.2 United States Access Board ADA Guidelines
The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) adopted the 2004 ADA Accessibility guideline in a Final Rule
dated October 30, 2006 (ADAAG). These guidelines provide consistent usability for buildings and on-site
facilities but do not address the public rights-of-way pedestrian environment.
The Public Rights-of Way Accessibility Guidelines (PROWAG) were developed to specifically address designing
new or altered public sidewalks, street crossings, and related pedestrian facilities. The PROWAG are not
standards until the rule making process is complete but are the recommended best practices for areas not
fully addressed by the present ADAAG standards. PROWAG is consistent with the ADA’s requirement that all
new facilities (and altered facilities to the maximum extent feasible) be designed and constructed to be
accessible to and useable by people with disabilities. In this regard DOT (and KDOT) recognized PROWAG as
an equivalent facilitation and is the recommended approach for providing consistent usability within public
rights–of-way.
Consistency with ADA in the public rights-of-way can be achieved by agencies and designers in several ways.
•
•
•

Follow the PROWAG.
**Follow the ADAAG but supplement with PROWAG only where ADAAG is silent.
**Follow the ADAAG but must have reasonable and consistent polies for accessibility for persons
with disabilities where ADAAG is silent.

**Note: Effective with the May 2014 KDOT bid letting, special provision 07-08035-R03 requires the use of
PROWAG criteria for ramp construction.
Additional guidance provided by the Department of Justice (DOJ) clearly defines alterations and action that
must be taken due to alterations. That guidance is summarized in the following chart:
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Curb Ramp Update Guidance Chart
It is important to note that these guidelines extend to temporary work zone conditions. The temporary
traffic control plans must consider the ability of pedestrians, both able and disabled, to travel safely through
or around the construction site. The temporary traffic control plans within the Design Plans shall include the
designer’s plan for handling multi-modal traffic during construction, including detour routes and
road/sidewalk closings, if necessary, and installation of alternate or temporary pedestrian accessible paths to
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pedestrian facilities in the public rights-of-way. The temporary traffic control plan, including the accessibility
aspects, must be in conformance with the latest version of the MUTCD.

5.2.3 KDOT Design Manuals
5.2.3.1

The most current editions of manuals, guidelines and policies published by KDOT should
be used during project development and design. Policy & Informational Memos

Project development should also be consistent with the most current and applicable KDOT policies and
informational memos.
5.2.3.1.1

Pipe Materials

KDOT has developed a Pipe Policy to identify the materials that will be allowed in various situations and
locations around the State.
5.2.3.2

Surveys

With the increasing availability of public domain GIS data it is possible to generate a document that closely
represents a set of design plans by overlaying several data sets over a common base. However, many of
these sources were developed as administrative or planning tools. Although these overlays would suffice for
concept plans or the delineation of drainage areas, BLP does not consider these data sets sufficiently precise
for use as design plans, particularly where permanent or temporary land rights are be acquired or projects
that require grading or surfacing.
Many of the KDOT standards bid items or tables used to summarize quantities are based on a traditional
Station and Offset layout. For linear transportation projects, the use of coordinate only plans is discouraged.
Alignment control and ties to the public land system shall be provided on the project in accordance with the
“Survey Monument Guidelines for Project/Plan Development” located in Appendix A below. Horizontal
control points and benchmarks, including references for recovery, shall be provided on the project site. The
establishment of the control points should be established with the same equipment limitations and accuracy
requirements as would be required for the bid item “Contractor Construction Staking” to avoid issues in
accuracy between the design and construction surveys. The bid item “Contractor Construction Staking” does
not allow the use of GPS for the vertical component of control point, finish staking, or critical bridge member
staking.
5.2.3.3

Bid Items

On State-let projects, standard KDOT bid items shall be used whenever possible including the proper use of
bid item syntax as described in the specification. It is also helpful if the options allowed by the bid item are in
a configuration that is currently listed in the KDOT Bid Item List. Where it is not possible to use an existing
bid items, the designer will be required to prepare a Project Special Provision. See Section 5.5.2.1.2 below.
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Non-bridge Structures

All non-standard structures, including drainage structures, walls and other miscellaneous structures, should
be designed and reviewed by a structural engineer.
The height of retaining walls in this section refers to the height from the top of footing or leveling pad to the
top of the wall cap. Retaining walls less than three feet in height are not required to be designed or reviewed
by a structural engineer. LRFD Design will be required for retaining walls greater than six feet in height.
Retaining walls greater than six feet in height and on KDOT R/W are required to have a serial number. The
LPA or the designer should request a serial number in accordance with Section 17.0 Bridge Design in this
Manual.
Walls less than six feet in height may be bid as “Landscape Retaining Wall” and utilize the design criteria of
the National Concrete Masonry Association Design Standards provided that they meet all geometric criteria
in the Specification and are on the Bureau of Materials and Research list of approved systems (or
alternatively, provide additional documentation as described in the specification). This landscape retaining
wall specification is limited to MSEW and MBW systems. Walls less than 6 feet in height that are not MSEW
or MBW systems shall be designed by LRFD criteria and may require preparation of a project special
provision.
All cast-in-place concrete structures including conventional retaining walls, integral sidewalk retaining walls,
new RCB structures, RCB modifications, wingwall extensions and other miscellaneous structures, will be bid
by the individual quantities for concrete, reinforcing steel and excavation (and any other necessary pay
items). Plans shall include the appropriate details and material schedules (Bill of Reinforcing Steel) to
develop the appropriate quantities.

5.2.4 Design Criteria Tables
The tables of design criteria in this section were developed in compliance with all applicable AASHTO criteria
and, where applicable, KDOT Design Manuals. When a conflict exists between the criteria tables and other
KDOT references, the information contained herein shall control except as supplemented by BLP Memos.
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Figure 5.2: Design Guidelines for New or Completely Reconstructed Major Collector Roads
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Figure 5.3: Design guidelines for New or Completely Reconstructed Minor Collector Roads
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Figure 5.4: Design guidelines for New or Completely Reconstructed Local Roads
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Figure 5.5: Design Guidelines for New or Completely Reconstructed Major Collector, Minor Collector, and Local Curb and Gutter Roads and Streets
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5.2.5 3R –KDOT Policy
The goal of Rehabilitation, Restoration and Resurfacing (3R) projects is to preserve and extend the service life
of existing highways, streets or bridges. Available funding is insufficient to improve existing roads to
geometric requirements desirable for new construction. Many bridges may continue to function with only
bridge painting or minor deck repair. Road constructed to previous design criteria are still capable of
performing a useful transportation service. The guidelines contained in this section (including the criteria
tables) are provided to assist in the design of 3R projects on county roads and streets.
The three R’s are defined as follows:
REHABILITATION: - - The traffic service improvement and safety needs may be of equal importance to the
need for improving the riding quality. Projects may involve intersection reconstruction; pavement widening;
pavement replacement; shoulder widening; flattening of foreslopes; drainage improvements; and
reconstruction of substandard grades, curves or sight distance. Some additional right-of-way may be
necessary.
RESTORATION: -- This category is primarily for major resurfacing or overlays, which add a considerable
amount of structure to the existing pavement. Usually resurfacing or overlays of a nominal four inches or
more are included. In addition, some pavement widening, short sections of pavement reconstruction,
shoulder widening, flattening of slopes in high fills and intersection reconstruction or an isolated bridge
improving isolated grades, curves, or sight distance by construction or traffic control measure. In some cases
minor ROW acquisitions or easements may be required. Normal bridge painting only projects will be
considered maintenance type work and minimum effort to consider other upgrade features will be
necessary.
RESURFACING: -- Pavement resurfacing or overlays of less than a nominal four inches fall within this
category. Other types of work such as pavement patching or short areas of reconstruction, joint replacement
or repair, and shouldering may be included. Usually no additional right-of-way is required.
Safety enhancement is a consideration in most 3R projects. Criteria for consideration and/or to be addressed
in project development are as follows:
1. All bridge ends which presently do not have advance traffic barriers (guardrail) should be analyzed
according to the current version of the AASHTO “Roadside Design Guide”.
2. Signing and marking should be in conformance with the current MUTCD.
3. The accident history should be analyzed with respect to number, rate, location, type and severity of
crashes in order to identify safety considerations that should be addressed.
4. Bridges narrower than traveled way width (as defined by AASHTO) must have prior approval from
KDOT to remain in place. If a bridge narrower than the traveled way is approved, a guardrail
transition should be constructed and object markers installed to delineate the end of the bridge rail.
Also, the narrow bridge signs should be installed in accordance with the current MUTCD.
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5. Bridge rails and guardrails on existing bridges should be reviewed for structural adequacy and
conformance with current crash tested designs. If the bridge rails and/or guardrails are found to be
structurally inadequate or functionally obsolete such that they cannot adequately contain and
redirect vehicles without snagging, penetrating or vaulting, they should be considered for upgrading.
Projects that include only bridge painting may be considered maintenance and do not require
upgrading of bridge rails or guardrails.
6. When the scope of the project is limited to a 3R type road or highway improvement, the conditions
and criteria noted in the following paragraph will apply for determining design speed. It is not
considered appropriate to use regulatory speed limit signs at isolated locations where the design
speed is approximately the operating speed as determined with consideration of the environmental
conditions and terrain. The use of warning signs and advisory speed plates at horizontal curves
(latest version of the MUTCD to be used as guide) should provide the traveling public adequate
information to negotiate a roadway constructed to a 3R design of less than the regulatory speed
limit; therefore, a design exception is not necessary. A design exception will only be required when
the design speed for a vertical curve is more than 20 mph less than the regulatory speed. A design
exception will not be required at locations where warning and advisory speed plate signs have been
installed for a horizontal curve(s). These recommendations are supported by Transportation
Research Board, National Research Council, Special Report 214 “Designing Safer Roads”.
7. Obstructions within the clear zone for 3R projects should be reviewed for removal or relocation of
the obstacle, installation of a traffic barrier, or do-nothing as determined by a cost-effective
evaluation.
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5.2.6 1R—KDOT BLP Policy
Typically 1R type projects are not permitted for participation with federal funds. The American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act allowed these types of projects with special permission from FHWA.
The primary goal of 1R projects is to maintain and extend the serviceable life of an existing pavement. These
projects will typically consist of asphalt overlays and seals and do not generally add significant structural
strength to the existing pavement system.
Routes eligible for 1R treatments are the same as routes eligible for STP funding. Also, 1R projects are
eligible for federal funding only if the LPA is operating a 1R program under the guidance of an asset
management system (pavement management system) approved by BLP.
In general, the existing roadway alignment is considered to be acceptable and improvements beyond the
roadway surface will normally be outside of the scope of a 1R activity, although consideration should be
given to include any safety improvement that can be accomplished within the proposed project’s budget.
All edge drop off conditions (existing or created by the 1R action) within the project limits shall be addressed
as part of the proposed improvement.
Projects to be developed using 1R criteria must receive approval from the appropriate PM prior to the LPA
submitting a Request for Construction Project (KDOT Form 1302).
1R projects can typically be developed in a shorter time frame than projects of larger scope due to reduced
environmental impact, lower preliminary engineering requirements and little to no effect on existing utilities
and ROW.

5.3

Preliminary Scoping/Site Review

For projects with very short development schedules, or those that have unique aspects, it may be prudent to
conduct a preliminary project scoping site review. Some preliminary engineering work should be performed
to arrive at a concept with or without alternatives. The LPA should coordinate (or have their Consultant
coordinate) an onsite meeting with BLP. The meeting will include a discussion of project scope and limits and
should include design alternatives that have been considered. The intent of the meeting is to select the best
alternative for which to develop plans.

5.4

Field Check

5.4.1 Introduction
The development of field check plans by the LPA shall be performed in accordance with accepted engineering
practices and all applicable state, AASHTO, and federal criteria. A summary of the various guidelines that
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Figure 5.6: Design Guidelines for Rehabilitation, Restoration, and Resurfacing (3R) of Major Collector Roads
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